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A lost journal of Amelia Peabody has been miraculously recovered: a chronicle from one of the

"missing years" -- 1907-1908 -- shedding light on an already exceptional career...and an

unexpected terror.   Ousted from their most recent archaeological dig and banned forever from the

Valley of the Kings, the Emersons are spending a quiet summer at home in Kent, England, when a

mysterious messenger arrives. Claiming to be the teenage brother of their dear friend Tarek, he

brings troubling news of a strange malady that has struck down Tarek's heir and conveys his

brother's urgent need for help only the Emersons can provide.   The family sets off in secret for the

mountain fortress from which they narrowly escaped ten years before. The Emersons are unaware

that deception and treachery are leading them onward into a nest of vipers -- where a dreadful fate

may await. For young Ramses, forced to keep his growing love for the beautiful Nefret secret,

temptation along the way may prove his ultimate undoing. And a dark past and grim obligation has

ensnared Nefret once again, as she is helpless to save those she loves most from the prison of the

Lost Oasis.   Rich with suspense, surprises, unforgettable characters, and the intoxicating

atmosphere that has earned her the coveted title of Grand Master two times over, the remarkable

Elizabeth Peters proves once again that, in the world of historical adventure fiction, she is truly

without peer.
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There comes a time in every series that covers a large number of years when it isn't possible to go

further without the main characters discovering the secret of eternal life. Elizabeth Peters' Emersons



- Egyptologists, amateur sleuths, and eccentrics par excellence - have reached a point where the

era they chronicle is gradually coming to a close. Trust Peter's to find a solution, though, a new

cache of papers that document the 'missing years' of the family's madcap career across the tombs

and monuments of Egypt.Set just previous to the blossoming of Ramses' relationship with Nefret,

'Guardian of the Horizon' documents the return to the 'Lost Oasis,' a last hidden survival of ancient

Egypt - the Meroitic civilization that the Emerson's first discovered in the Sudan ('The Last Camel

Died at Noon'). Readers will recall that the Holy City was where the Emerson's found Nefret, whom

they late adopted. Now, ten years later, Merasen, a young noble, appears in England with a

message from Tarek, king of the Lost Oasis, and a close friend of the family. There is illness in the

Sudan and it threatens the survival of this hidden civilization. Amelia, Emerson, Ramses, and Nefret

quickly set out.For Amelia and Emerson, setting out on a secret journey means that only half of

Egypt knows that something is up. As soon as word gets out that they intend to return to the Sudan

to 'excavate,' a whole host of shady characters a drawn by the legends of hidden treasure that are

rumored to be at the Lost Oasis. Of course, that means trouble, and the journey to the Sudan is

marred by violence, intrusion, and countless twists and turns as the Emerson's carry out one elusive

maneuver after another.When they finally arrive at their destination they discover that nothing is as

they expected.
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